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How a Western Pacific Storage Solutions’ Platform became a
Practical and Attractive 2nd Floor Retail Space

O

rdinarily, work platforms (often
called mezzanines) manufactured
by Western Pacific Storage Solutions
(www.wpss.com) are found supporting
tons of material in warehouses throughout
North America.
Thus, this study about the incorporation of
an industrial-looking work platform into a
sleek glass-walled retail environment, is a
bit out of the ordinary.
The owners of The Sofa Company
(www.thesofaco.com) bought a decadesold historic building in Pasadena, California
as a home for their retail sofa store. The
plaque in front of building read: “In 1965,
Pasadena architects Smith & Williams,
known for soaring ceilings and freeform
space, completed the Friend Building at
Delancey and Green, which joined many
mid-century modern buildings nearby.”
The City of Pasadena wanted the midcentury Friend Building, originally housing
the Friend Paper Company, saved and
restored according to their specifications for
historic preservation.
Nick Ostroff, one of the owners of The Sofa
Company explained that their plan was to
expand their square footage cost effectively
without changing the historic envelope of
the building and also have a “nice look”. To
accomplish this vision for their store and to
overcome several inherent challenges, they
needed the assistance of two important
creative resources: their architect Christian
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Kienapfel and the innovative help of Richard Silverman of
JLS Enterprises (www.hstrial-jlsenterprise.homestead.com),
a company specializing in finding material handling solutions.
Architect Christian Kienapfel shared, “Richard Silverman of
JLS took me and the store owners on a tour so we could see
work platforms. When we saw Western Pacific’s industrial
platform, we knew it would work perfectly. Practically, the
work platform– originally called a mezzanine and designed to
be a storage area - was built to carry 125 pounds per square
foot and would work well for displaying The Sofa Company’s
products. The Western Pacific platform (mezzanine) has a lot
of inherent beauty. I thought it was a nice-looking galvanized
system that we could put into a refined retail space. The
industrial elements would add interest. All of us liked the
shape of the steel and the tapered shape of the columns.”
To address The Sofa Company’s need for additional space,
Christian Kienapfel received his Master of Architecture
degree from the University of Applied Sciences in
Cottbus, Germany. Christian came to the U.S. as a
Fulbright Scholar and received a master’s degree in
Architecture from Virginia Tech. He is member of the
American Institute of Architects (AIA), LEED AP and a
licensed architect in Germany and in California. At the
time of this project, he was with DeMaria Design, but is
now principal architect with Paravant Architects.
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JLS Enterprises was able to implement the architect’s
design of a second-floor mezzanine using a Western
Pacific Storage Solutions platform that would seamlessly
integrate with a small wood mezzanine in the original
building as well as comply with the city’s historic
preservation specs.
Satisfying historic specifications unique to this building,
JLS had to position the work platform on its own
foundation not touching the older building and cantilever
its placement. They could not stress the backwall of the
building because it could not carry the weight of the work
platform. JLS footings were set inward to keep them
away from the footings of the original back brick wall.
In the front, the store owners wanted JLS to place the
columns away from the front of the store to insure the
open space feel of the store. JLS cantilevered the platform
over 4’ out from the columns.
The tapered shape of the columns for the platform
initially became a problem since that shape had been
replaced with square tube columns. So WPSS went the
extra mile providing the newer square tube columns
hidden within tapered columns. Richard Silverman of
JLS said “the WPSS engineers were great to work with
and very responsive. They actually welded those tapers
onto the square columns. Each column was designed for
each location in the retail environment.”
As well as providing the tapered columns, a
second challenge arose regarding the
installation of the WPSS platform. Richard
Silverman explained: “The on-site mezzanine
wasn’t perfectly level so JLS Enterprises had
to make sure that the floor of the WPSS
platform flowed into floor of the old-store
mezzanine with a smooth transition.”
JLS provided shims to put under the baseplate
and those shims were measured to try to raise
up the new platform to match the height of the
historic mezzanine. After we built our steel
structure and then we put the floor deckpack
down on our steel structure, it did not match
perfectly. Our guys used grinders to grind
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down the new mezzanine floor level, thus we were
able to match the old wooden floor.”
A third challenge involved the railing required by the
city for the second floor. Traditional styles of railing
would potentially detract; The Sofa Company wanted
glass railing for this project because the façade of the
building is mostly glass and they wanted to keep the
glass theme going throughout while allowing people
to see their product within the store easily. Special
fasteners were found for the glass railing and an
overseas engineer insured that the railings as a
whole, met specifications.
Because this was a retail store in Pasadena where
there is limited parking for the vehicles carrying the
platform components, JLS installers had to handcarry all of the over 400 steel parts into this space.
With the challenges resolved, the outcome was
impressive. Owner Nick Ostroff said that when
he initially saw the mezzanine in a warehouse
surrounding, “I was wondering how it
would work, but as soon as we
connected it with the bamboo floor and
the beautiful staircases, I loved it. It
gave us almost a full-2nd floor. I’m so
proud of the building—so proud of
how it looks.”
Everyone was pleased with the WPSS’
work platform mezzanine solution.
The City of Pasadena also really liked
the tapered look of WPSS columns and
how the industrial look really worked
with the 1965 architecture.

We welcome your inquiries.
Contact Valerie at 909-451-0303
or visit us online at www.wpss.com
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